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me; . . In substance, the
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able excises upon privilipon property ; ( lie secoi
that “ personal estate for theThe statutes now provide

purpose of taxation shall inc
in annuity, and the excess al

ide; —.
. . The income from

ive two thousand dollars of the
ie or employment ” during theincome from a profession, trad

preceding year, but that “ in*
subject to taxation shall not b
part 1., § 4.) This provision i
is found in all the codificatioi
the Commonwealth. (R. S.. c
Pub. St., c. 11, § 4; R. 1.., c. 1

mes derived from property
taxed.” CSt. 1909, c. 490

in substantially the same form
if the general tax laws ofin
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4.1 Prior to th

>f a general tax act, both bef re and after the adoption of
ision was usual to the annualthe Constitution, a similar pr

tax acts.
xisting provision for taxationThe constitutionality of the

if incomes has not been expn
if the Supreme Judicial Court
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ume its validity. They say, at195 Mass. 607, seemed tc
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a reasonable amount, should be
the support of himself or of his

It is proper that
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But on page 612 say further that

The constitutionality of some of the statutes to which we 1
ybe questionable. But nearlyreferred has not been affirmed

isistent with the view that all available propertyall of then
should be taxed according to its value, for the purpose of establisl
ing the proportional ability and duty of individual owners to bear
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The natural conclusion from this language of the justices
s not only that the tax is constitutional, but that it is con-
titutional as a tax upon property. This conclusion is in
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a property tax, ther
nsidenng a tax upon i
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though perhaps theoreticitself
rily constitutionally oit

w, 175 Mass. 59, 61.)tienable. (Froth i Sh

alts in disproportionateWhere, however, double tax i on
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rom property otherwise

al on the groundisti

posed upon property
property of equal intri
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to in the question (the question being in regard tc
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trued as an excise, it
be nothing more than an excise on the
such property, and, in accordance with

f the iustices, would be uncon-

ms, but there is ncv

n this question in this Common
illli lactment of so important a measui

ould be most desirable that the opinion of the justices of
Supreme Judicial Court be asked.

Very truly your

DANA MALONE,
ittorney-General


